Sugar Land Garden Club 2022 Bulb Sale
Amaryllis
Christmas Ready

Dutch Amaryllis

Snow White $15

Merry Christmas $15

Flamenco Queen $16

Naturalizing narcissus

Erlicheer 10/$15

Avalanche 10/$16

other

Lycoris aurea 5/$22

Ranuculus Pastelle Picotee
10/$16

Dutch Iris 25/$10

Amaryllis
Christmas ready
Hadeco Amaryllis are an exciting new development in the Horticultural world. These South African
bulbs have big flowers on shorter, stronger scapes and more stalks from smallish bulbs. The leaves
often grow simultaneously with the flowers. All Hadeco varieties have passed through extensive
testing and are among the very best hippeastrum hybrids in the world. They are selected to be easily
forced, long lasting and disease resistant. Symphony varieties are the largest, yielding big 6" to 8
3/4", saucer shaped flowers on 14" to 18" stems.
Merry Christmas This huge Symphony variety is bright Orient-red and is one of the two
best, large, solid red varieties for Christmas. Its huge flowers measure about 8 3/4" across on short,
stout stems that grow to only about 12-14" tall. Harvest bulb size: 26 cm. Previous year’s top-selling
favorite had rave reviews and is back for another cheerful Christmas.
Snow White A fully double Symphony variety with huge, 8", frilly, glistening white flowers
borne on 12" stems. She is as extravagant as she is beautiful. Harvest bulb size: 26 cm.

Dutch Amaryllis
Flamenco Queen
A big, bold beauty sporting a white background with picotee rims and heavy streaking and feathering
with vivid cherry red, all offset by a cool green center. It has an incredible depth of color that puts it
in a class of its own.

Naturalizing Narcissus
Avalanche Heirloom Tazetta-type, once known as “Seventeen Sisters” for the clusters of 15-20
small 1” white flowers with pale yellow cups on one stem. It has a musty-sweet fragrance. 18” early.
Erlicheer Naturalizing heirloom with stems of 6-10 double white flowers resembling gardenias, with
ivory centers and hints of yellow. Fragrant.
Other

Lycoris aurea - Yellow Spider Lily A golden yellow version of “naked lady”, it is a bouquet in
itself. 18-24” tall with flower clusters up to 8” across, each composed of 5-6 flowers with wavymargined curved back petals and long yellow stamens, it is a true fall showstopper. Will bloom one
year after planting. Leaves last all winter.
Ranuculus - pastel picotee mixture.
Annual tender bulbs to plant in the fall for spring blooms
with long-lasting, camellia-like, ruffled flowers with darker centers and lacy foliage. Gorgeous both in
the garden and when cut for bouquets, these prolific bloomers respond with enthusiasm when
picked, sending out even more blooms. Jumbo corms for more and bigger blooms. Unique color
mixture not available in stores.
Dutch Iris Annual, which may return if in a well-drained location. Mixed colors include yellow, blue,
violet, purple and white.

